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Thank you for your purchase of this special numerology profile. You are fortunate to receive the premier presentations
of its kind. You will find its unique perspective and advanced concepts helpful for years to come. This is offered to you
with hopes that it will help to stimulate and awaken the power and potential of your grand universal and human self.
We are proud to announce that this volume has been especially prepared for you:

JOANNA GAINES
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What's in Your Name?
A lot! Recent psychological research suggests growing evidence that people and society respond differently to names.
The world reacts to Penelope differently than to Hildegarde; to Sam yet differently than to Jerome. This would not
surprise ancient investigators of human personality. It has been known for thousands of years that names result from
the combination of symbol and sound. The combination of spelling and pronunciation create a specific frequency of
vibration having its own particular effect and influence upon others.
Ancient investigators developed mathematical formulas that provided a system of describing vibration and cycles in
names. From this has come a method of personality description still applied in our modern day. A majority of the
information in this portfolio you hold was presented by this author as part of a research paper during his graduate
studies in the Psychological Counseling department of a modern university system. Some of the ancient theories were
put to correlation and comparison with modern testing and theories of personality. The similarity of information
yielded by both modern and ancient systems was intriguing. You will also most likely be intrigued, and perhaps
amazed how much your name tells about you!
One of these ancient systems has been popularly known as numerology. At times disregarded and fearfully associated
with negative occult theories, the study is currently emerging into broader public and professional respect. The creator
of this portrait is an international author, instructor, and counselor. Many therapeutic insights incorporated into this
material are the result of experience from over forty years in professional practice.
This profile acknowledges the belief in reincarnation and the concept of karma. Several references are made to past
lives and personal karma. The author does believe we are on earth to learn, enjoy, and evolve in an ongoing process of
expanding awareness. Hence, such ideas permeate interpretations at times.
It is not necessary for you to accept the ideas or believe in reincarnation to benefit from your profile. The
interpretations still have value just as they are, even without holding to ideas of previous life existence. If you are not
ready to accept this idea, it you can simply substitute the words unconscious influences where the use of karma takes
place. You are encouraged to explore such theories, particularly if these ideas are new to you.
The information is in your hand. We hope it will benefit you by revealing deeper insights about yourself and help you
to become consciously aware of your untapped resources. Blessings and Light as you embark upon this voyage into the
exploration of yourself.

Dear Friend,
Here is your life voyage chart as revealed by your numbers. Bon voyage!
BIRTH NAME: JOANNA LEA STEVENS
PERSONALITY NUMBER

27/9

SOUL NUMBER

24/6

INTEGRATED SELF NUMBER 51/6
BIRTHDATE: 04/19/1978
LIFE NUMBER

39/3

DESTINY NUMBER

90/9

KARMIC LESSON NUMBERS 7, 8, 9
KARMIC ACCUMULATION

24

STRESS NUMBERS

3(6-3) 3(9-6) 6(9-3)

CURRENT NAME: JOANNA GAINES
OUTER YOU NUMBER

47/11/2

INNER YOU NUMBER

24/6

ACCOMPLISHED

23/5

PERSONAL YEAR NUMBERS
2018

7

2019

8

2020

9

2021

1

2022

2

2023

3

2024

4

2025

5

2026

6

TRIUNE CYCLE NUMBERS
FIRST PHASE 1978 - 2005

4

SECOND PHASE 2006 - 2033

1

THIRD PHASE 2034 - ON

7

PINNACLE NUMBERS
FIRST 1978 - 2011

5

SECOND 2012 - 2021

8

THIRD 2022 - 2031

4

FOURTH 2032 - ON

2

Numbers are the Universal Language
All existence is vibration. Everything from the first movement of sub atomic particles to grand galaxies circling each
other, is constantly moving in a dance of wave, cycle and rhythm. Each has its own frequency distinguishing it from all
else. Music, sound, and even color are pure vibration focused at a specific frequency that can be mathematically
expressed.
Numerology provides us with a numerical symbol which conveys in static terms the angles, degrees and give and take
of this universal dance.
The study of numbers is as old as recorded history. It is a study of symbol, cycle and vibration. Throughout history, its
validity has been recognized in many cultures, i.e. ancient Hindu, and is found in such prestigious works as the
Kabbalah and the Bible which are richly laden with symbolism based upon pure numerical structure.
Numerology, as we use it in practice today, is based in part upon the premise that each letter of the alphabet has a
corresponding numerical value that symbolically depicts its vibratory rate. Each letter in your name, by giving it a
number, represents a separate and specific portion of your totality, and offers its own set of clues to your vibrational
make up. When considered together, a very specialized portrait of your consciousness emerges.
Numerology is predicated on the belief that the Higher Self expresses itself on the physical plane through different
vibrational levels of the personality and soul. The soul enters into a personality (mental, emotional, and physical
bodies) to gain experience through the knowledge acquired from living on multiple planes, being grounded upon the
physical..
It is my experience to say that the name given to you at birth is no accident. It is carefully formulated on a higher level
prior to entry into the physical plane. It is then determined by the soul's as a result of its own analysis of weaknesses
and areas of learning to be accomplished this time around, so to say. The name is then impressed upon the psyche of
those who will choose the name before or upon birth. This, of course, is usually the parents.
The name is much like the 'fruit salad' worn by decorated military personnel. The individual's record is evidenced by
the medals and ribbons earned. Your name reveals your record accumulated throughout the history of all of your
lifetimes. It reflects a map of your earth plane vibrations.

The Basic Meanings for Each of Your Numbers

1 Individuality (Will)
Assertive- domineering, selfish and ego centered, arrogant, boastful, impulsive, aggressive, and intimidating, divine
defiance, willful, destructive.
Passive-hesitant, rebellious, dependent, submissive, indecisive, does things his/her own way even when proven wrong,
may do the opposite of what is said.
Harmonious-divine inspiration, strong willed and ambitious with consideration for others, courageous, go getter,
leader, pioneer, individual, original mentality, self assured and confident.

2 Cooperation (Peace)
Assertive-meddling, arbitrary, careless, strident, tactless, extremist, manipulative, overlooks detail, divisive, sarcastic.
Passive-vacillating, sullen, devious, faultfinding, over meticulous, unable to take a stand, denial of personal needs to
help others, passive aggressive.
Harmonious-diplomatic, adaptable, considerate and empathetic, able to fuse divergent opinions or groups, rhythmic,
gentle, remote viewing, sees both sides of a position, witty.

3 Self Expression (Creativity)
Assertive-superficial, extravagant, likes to gossip, has false vanity, ego attachment to creative abilities, gaudy taste,
sexual excess, whining, dislikes the practical, affect of feelings and emotions.
Passive-lacks concentration, failure to fully develop creative potential, asexual, gloomy, lacks imagination,
unforgiving, frozen feelings, fear of intimacy.
Harmonious-gift of speech, creative and artistic, intuitive, joyful, sociable and friendly, enthusiastic, tasteful in dress
and decorum, enthusiastic, inspirational.

4 Discipline (Work)
Assertive-stubborn, sees only one way of doing things, intolerant, too serious, brusque, lacks emotional sensitivity,
overworks.
Passive-lazy, argumentative, resists new methods, narrow minded, stubborn, fights intellectualism, unreliable, passive
aggressive.
Harmonious-loyal, consistent, patient, fulfills a given task well, sticks to facts, organized, economical reform, posses
integrity, dedicated.

5 Freedom (Change)

Assertive-restless, disregards values, religious repression, irresponsible, nervous, over-indulgent (particularly with
senses), has too many interests, ignores rules and laws, sexual extremes, alcoholism and drug abuse.
Passive-fears the new or change, wants a rule for every behavior, sexual confusion, failure to learn from experience,
uncertain, hypocritical about behavior, fear of experience.
Harmonious-progressive, has diverse talents and friends, is curious, seeks freedom, quick, flexible, adventurous,
energetic, enjoys travel, fun loving, quick wit.

6 Responsibility (Service)
Assertive-codependent, compulsive counselors, self-righteous, worrisome, emotionally controlling, overly
conventional, easily upset.
Passive-martyrs self, resents service, lacks concern for family and home, constant complainer, anxious, prone to
jealousy, carries too many burdens (real or not) on shoulders, emotionally passive aggressive.
Harmonious- has harmonious home, serves humanity, is unselfish, connects with angels, artistic in taste,
conscientious, fair, strives for emotional equilibrium in self and others, complementary partner, alternative healing,
loyal partner.

7 Wisdom (Detachment)
Assertive- severely critical, too analytical, intellectually conceited and vain, can suppress valid information. deceptive,
aloof, eccentric, faultfinding.
Passive-skeptical, has inferiority complex, cynical, suppressive, cold, thinks rather than acts, crafty, emotionally
withdrawn, secretive.
Harmonious-excellent analyst, mind over matter, seeks deeper truths, has technical ability, has faith, mystical and
intuitive, has stoic temperament, is discerning, has poise.

8 Authority (Power)
Assertive-excessive ambition attaining leadership or power, has callous disregard for others, is crassly materialistic,
religious repression, demands recognition, loves to display self, abusive.
Passive-fears failure, unable to take a leader's role, has poor judgment, scheming, disrespects authority, dishonest and
unscrupulous in business, has careless regard for money.
Harmonious-has executive ability, respects wealth, successful, good judge of character, confident, administrates with
personal consideration for others, prosperous.

9 Altruism (Compassion)
Assertive-impractical, fickle, over-idealistic, insensitive to other people's feelings, too generous, indiscreet, anarchists
at extremes, impatience with imperfections of others, disregard for material things.

Passive-aimless, gullible, easily used by others, depressed, indifferent, disappointment in love and romance,
pessimistic about the world and the future.
Harmonious-inspired, attuned to concepts of awareness expansion, compassionate, generous, artistically gifted, seeks
world brotherhood and harmony, is a perfectionist, works to build group consciousness, altruistic, utopian.

0 Zero
A reference is made here regarding 0 because it does have a rather unique influence when calculating numbers. The
numbers 1 through 9 represent a progression of consciousness from self to selfless, from beginning to completion or
perfection. Nine is the number of completion and 10 is the number of evolution. When 0 appears it suggests the
beginning of a spiral into the next dimension or the next loop of experience. It is sometimes thought of a null, or
negation. In a sense that is true as it represents the end (negation) of a cycle and the start of a new cyclical frequency.
I do recognize that the 0 has an added quality and take this into consideration when it appears in the chart. I usually do
not give it quite the same status as a master number. For instance, when any number with a zero appears it has the
qualities of the single digit number along with that additional indicator of evolving into something on a higher level.
Therefore, its presence suggests emphasis upon the qualities of invention and creative innovation.
Over the years there have been some authors who give 10 a status similar to the master numbers. In some cases when
calculating the addition of numbers there are some practitioners who do not break down the l0 into a l. The reader may
want to keep this in mind and eventually you will want to establish your own preference.
The presence of the zero (o) often indicates that the person with that number may have additional charismatic,
magnetic, colorful and influential attributes. It suggests a person with a heightened awareness and more universal grasp
of events. Following are some examples of how 0 works with the other numbers.
A 20 might be particularly good at negotiation or able to change roles easily to accommodate new demands. A 30
might be an effective public speaker or produce exceptionally creative contributions to humanity. Take into
consideration the 40. It suggests finding a new manner of doing your work. It can also suggest (depending upon its
placement in the chart) teaching others new ways of performing a task or getting the job done. Or perhaps this could be
an especially disciplined athlete or performer. The 50 manifests an added charisma and a person who knows people
and finds new avenues to improve life and growth. It could be someone who mimics life like an actor or comedian. The
60 might be a dramatic actor, religious leader or leading spokesman on human behavior. A 70 can step back from a
situation to analyze like an actor, military leader or executive. The number 80 can be innovative ways to make money
or new methods of management, etc. The 90 might be an inspired artist or public reformer. The reader will begin to see
many other expansive ways of looking at the significance of zero.
Of course there is always the dark side of any integer. The other side of 0 is the failure to recognize boundaries and to
go to excess. Ten being willfulness and domination through pride of ego. Twenty being total disregard for social
decorum and politeness. Thirty would be sexual and sensual indulgences of toxic pleasure. Forty leads to rigid
adherences to toxic and non productive compulsions. Fifty could indicate over indulgence with drugs, sex and sensual
bombardment. Sixty disregard for others, trust, intimacy and responsibility. Seventy can be mental and intellectual
arrogance and dogmatic adherence. Eighty includes abuse of authority and control. Ninety could be escapism through
alternative realties and rituals of magic. The negative side of zero can also include resistance to change or fear of the
unknown. Other manifestations might be skepticism, doubt, and attempts to block the discovery of new things.

The Basic Meanings for Each of Your Master Numbers
In earlier numerology texts and teachings, the numbers 11, 22 and sometimes 33 were called master numbers, and they
seemed to suggest an added potential and power, beyond single-digit and other double-digit numbers. Partially this is
because of the pairing of the same number. On this page you will find the entire range of double-digit master numbers,
from 11 to 99. Those numerology seekers who cling to the older 1960's 20th century teaching of the 11, 22 and 33 have
usually not yet experienced a living connection to the consciousness of the archetypal universal cosmic tree. Through it
are symbolic keys to the totality of the universe and realization of the higher worlds above.
The number 9 is the number of perfection or completion, and 10 is the number of evolution. Evolution on this planet
can be represented by ten journeys through the ten spheres of the Tree of Life as depicted in Chapter 19 of The Heart of
Numerology. Ten multiplied by ten (10) is one hundred (100), which is the evolutionary number opening the door to
the next level of our journey in consciousness. The master numbers represent initiatory steps along the way in our
journey of transformation
The next level of aspiration would be into the higher consciousness of the triple digit master numbers 111, 222, 333,
444, 555, 666, 777, 888, and 999. These numbers are not currently a part of the daily human experience and the study
and application of the powers and potencies of these combinations takes place as one approaches the higher initiations
of consciousness. That would be a branch of sacred geometry and numbers. Their meaning for the most part remains
truly esoteric and is only now starting to be understood as our collective consciousness becomes more elevated at this
time.
There are schools of metaphysical thought that teach of ascended masters who sometimes incarnate upon the planet.
Some numerologists teach that a person with a master number in his or her name is an ascended master that has chosen
to incarnate upon earth. Although it is possible that an incarnated ascended master could have a name that contains a
master number, the appearance of a master number in a person's chart does not necessarily indicate that individual as
such. Rather, the master number indicates an opportunity to master a particular potential or talent during this lifetime.
In that context it suggests a specialty that can be refined and presented to the world.
In most cases, the presence of master numbers suggests an older soul coming into this lifetime to make an important
contribution to humanity in a field that is inspirational, creative, spiritual, scientific, medical, religious, educational,
governmental or technological in nature. Often master numbers indicate an older soul, trained in the ancient esoteric
schools during many previous lifetimes. That soul has returned to manifest or teach particular higher-level methods of
healing, psychic development, invention and cosmic attunement. The presence of master numbers may indicate a
dynamic soul who is incarnating at this time from another planet or solar system to fulfill some specific destiny or
mission. Yet many old, important, and masterful souls have names and birth dates with no master numbers, so we must
be careful to keep this whole matter in perspective.
It is very easy to become attached to the ego gratification of being an important master and seeing yourself as better
than another, or as more important than mere mortals of the single digits. Visions of grandeur abound where master
numbers dwell and gives another reason for caution when giving attention to them.
Indicators sometimes suggest that the soul chooses a master number as a result of realizing a series of previous lives
has not accomplished the desired goals of development. Hence, there is an emphasis upon getting something mastered
or completed at this time.
This can result in a sense of burden for those who find themselves with master numbers. Once they leave pure soul
memory coming into body, they may feel impelled to do something greater than usual. Such people may suffer from
existential angst or guilt when nothing big happens, or when fate seems to have past them by. The Higher Self and soul
may know why the master numbers were chosen, however, the personality and ego may not yet be ready to assimilate
the intensified energy. The double dose may simply be to accentuate getting some previous imbalances corrected in a

hurry. Without awareness this double dos of energy can lead to delusions of grandeur, impatience, frustration and deep
seated anger with the lack of results and other issues.
People who have a master number may find themselves ahead of the times, and ahead of the thinking of the society in
which they live. This can make it difficult to fit in with the pack. You can feel like a round peg in a square social
puzzle. You may often times possess far out theories and ideas can be threatening to those who are determined to dwell
in the illusion of karma and the limitations of the material world.
My studies have brought me to the tentative conclusion that no matter where the master number may appear, the higher
vibration does not fully unfold until the soul has awakened and the individual takes conscious steps to develop the
attributes of the master number. In some instances, certain gifts manifest through grace. In fact, the individual
possessing a gift may not even have initiated conscious discipline and study of spiritual law in this lifetime. The above
statements may appear contradictory, but each case scenario has it's possibility and place for manifestation.
Those who have master numbers appearing in the name or birth date generally are endowed with special tendencies
toward leadership and inspiration that set them apart from mass consciousness. Because the master numbers are of
intensified vibration and potency, those who possess them may feel like they have a heightened obligation in life, such
as greater requirements of self-discipline and purification of consciousness.
There is always the flip side of the potency when considering master numbers. One of my repeated teachings as an
experienced therapist is that the higher we go in consciousness, the deeper we go into the dark side of the soul to face
those issues that have become remote and hidden from our proud and protective ego.
With all of the master numbers there is a nagging sense the need to do something or manifest something significant that
will be of benefit to mankind. This can become mixed with ego and develop into an obsession that can get in the way
of your true mission. You will want to exercise constant caution not to let self- importance of ego overcome the
importance of the Self.
The dark side of the master numbers includes extreme psychological and sociological disorders that can include mental
disorders and instability. There can be intense experiences of isolation and feeling cut off from others. There are
instances of master criminals with master numbers. From off the top of my head comes Charles Manson who has a 77
Integrated Self number. Al Capone had a pure 99 Integrated Self number.
The intensity of the increasing input of universal archetypes and potentcies can create nervous disorders, hallucinations
and paranoiac distrust. The age old dysfunctional patterns of victimhood, guilt, shame and self-loathing can become
revved up when things go wrong or nothing seems to happen. The extreme behaviors of crime, craziness and wanton
disregard for life is the end result of ignoring personal dysfunctions and letting them go completely out of control.

Following are fundamental descriptions for each of the master numbers 11 to 99.

11 Revelation
Assertive: Fanatical, joins cults or fanatical religious sects, overzealous, lacks practical realities, attacks dissimilar
viewpoints, uses psychic or divine gift for self-purpose, places ideals before human needs, purposeful deceivers.
Passive: Fails to apply inspiration, overreacts to criticism, fragile, apathetic, fears higher energies and gifts,
oversensitive to public reaction, cynical toward society, hesitant and fearful in personal interaction.
Harmonious: Gifted channel or clairvoyant, charismatic charm of the masses, seeks to express higher consciousness,

unites spiritual truth to material plane, inventive, visionary leader.

22 Sacred Structuralization
Assertive: Tendency to over evaluate self-importance, exaggerates information and personal credentials, promotes
hasty causes, resents lack of recognition, misuses wisdom or power, gambles,
Passive: Apathetic toward human needs, can use awareness for criminal goals or black magic, unable to adapt self to
group needs, envious of other's successes.
Harmonious: Sacred geometry, integrates higher wisdom into organizational administration, is in control of self and
environment, puts universal goal ahead of self pride, a practical mystic.
.

33 Universal Service
Assertive: Forceful in attempts to serve others, intolerant of differing mores and opinions, overemotional, won't adjust
to needs of others, sees another person's problems but not his or her own.
Passive: Overprotective, rebellious, hides from positions of responsibility, seeks praise, inactive martyr; cannot
establish clear boundaries, resists making changes in self, worried, fear of intimacy and commitment.
Harmonious: Energy body healing, angelic connections, sympathetic, is a good counselor (often psychic or spiritual),
has concern for the welfare of the masses, a kind of cosmic parent or guardian, creates harmony at home and at work, a
leader in institutions of positive welfare and human service.

44 Structured Power
Assertive: Rigid in administrating ideas and beliefs, emotionally insensitive to others' shortcomings, can attach to
appearance rather than real achievement, outspoken critic of authority, forces social changes, abuses industrial power,
uses money to control dishonest financial scheming.
Passive: Possesses good ideas but expects others to carry them out, distaste of personal discipline, silently critical and
envious of successful people, expects people to respond to his or her ideas, unconscious resistance to real responsibility
and use of power.
Harmonious: Has the potential to create new modes of income and prosperity, Keystone in the building of a group
consciousness, well trained mental abilities, trusts the wisdom of own inner authority, practical visionary, combines
artistry with practicality, helps manifest empowerment.

55 Divine Will
Assertive: Confuses rebellion and freedom to escape responsibility and commitment, pessimistic and defeatist,
indulges habits while criticizing others, egocentric to a fault; believes own opinion to be universal truth, justifies own
faultfinding (toward others) as revelation, impatient, anger toward God.
Passive: Indulges in long bouts of negative animus projection with few results, blames fate or other people for

setbacks, passively resists higher will, repressed anger creates overly aggressive actions.
Harmonious: Sensitivity to higher octave of the planets and incoming objects. seeks to blend individual will with
Higher will (your PA), innovative and inventive while inspiring the originality in others, pioneer of movements in new
thinking and reform, encourages others to grow from tribal dependency to individualized awareness, dynamic leader.
.

66 Universal Joy
Assertive: Confronts others emotionally before they are ready, confused emotions create aura of discouragement and
despair; critical of other's emotional phobias and insecurities, falsely over sentimental, sees self as messiah, like figure,
preys upon the emotional weakness in others through abuse, manipulation and control.
Passive: Inability to recognize and admit own emotional blocks, good silent victim, expects others to "read" his or her
moods of suffering and pain, blames lack of happiness on external people and events, wallows in negative anima.
Harmonious: Involved in causes (institutions) helping to alleviate human (animal, planetary) suffering; excellent
counselor and healer, inspired artist who works on the archetypal level, helps bring the joy of nature and angels to
humankind, positive ray in gloomy environs.

77 Creative Thought
Assertive: Intellectual elitist, has prolonged fantasy spells with no practical benefit, a martyr; uses self-created realities
as escapist justification, negative criticism of social change, lives in an idealized state, extremist in thought and action,
overtaxing of emotions.
Passive: Unsociable and detached, pessimistic about change in human nature, feels caught in a noncreative
environment, explains inability to communicate his or her ideas as being "ahead of the times," wants recognition, fears
the pleasure of the body, denies emotions.
Harmonious: Possesses the originality of thought to innovate and invent new systems for benefiting humankind, uses
intuition with scientific and technological support, explores new theologies and philosophies of living, and seeks to
release others from self-limiting barriers.

88 Divine Knowing
Assertive: Has a power complex; maintains a slightly haughty arrogance, separating self from others, likes to
challenge people in positions of authority, in the extreme, can be very destructive, intellectual arrogance, devious in
attempting to get to the "top", is a know-it-all, destructive attacks against religious and ideological institutions.
Passive: Passive resistance to authority; distrusts promptings of intuition and higher consciousness, blames life's
setbacks on those in control, caught up in parent's unconscious head games, ungracious in defeat, can be fraudulent and
exaggerate credentials, oblivious to others' inner convictions and feelings.
Harmonious: Teaches universal laws that improve management skills, delegates authority in a way that gives each
person his or her own sense of power, works to find cooperation with the higher laws of mathematics, leader in
metaphysical philosophies, respects integrity and clarity, develops new ideas and theories of thermodynamics,

hydraulics and engineering.

99 Universal Love
Assertive: Gets trapped in modicum of syrupy idealism, wants to be seen as "ideal lover" while denying obvious
selfish motives, uses group dynamics to avoid self-responsibility, struggles to recognize and express true feelings,
impractical strategies for interpersonal relationships.
Passive: Becomes easily mired in pain, hurt, rejection and denial, unable to take responsibility as the creator of his or
her own negative existence, smiles politely while being secretly resentful of others' happiness and joy, gloomy,
accomplished martyr, benefits from seeking outside professional help.
Harmonious: Catches a glimpse of the greater plan for the planet and works to bring the higher light to humankind;
learns to release and let go of all personality illusions, master teacher of self-awareness education, must learn to open
heart center in practical ways, works with pulse of Mother Earth, visionary artist, poet and musician.

Understanding Your Personality Number
When the term "personality" is mentioned in your numerology portrait, it is referring to the little self; the exterior
persona which each of us uses for manifesting in this life sojourn. The personality is composed from the synthesis of
activity expressed through the vehicles of the lower self: physical, etheric, astral (emotional), and mental (intellectual)
bodies. The personality number is derived from the totaling of numbers from consonants in the full name at birth.
The personality number is the focal point through which you express yourself in the daily world of events. It points out
the exterior part of your behavior most readily seen in the exchanges of everyday life. It gives insight into your
potentials, shortcomings, strengths and abilities. It does not attempt to describe the entire personality. Rather, it
indicates the primary lessons and attributes of self you have chosen to concentrate upon in this lifetime. The
personality number is similar to the rising sign in astrology. It reveals how you function socially and reveals much
about your exterior behavior. In numerology many numbers are present, and each one should be considered. However,
to start with we study the focal points of concentrated vibrational intensity. Numbers are static symbols of the angles
and degrees of consciousness. As such they give us guideposts which help to paint a behavioral portrait of our likely
human behavior.

Your Personality Number is 9
As a child you were likely to have been seen as a little eccentric, dreamy and far out. You were likely better off in a
school environment that gave you some leeway in course of study and structure. You were idealistic, romantic to a
flaw and might have been thought of as a little gullible and naive. You bandied about in a very select group of friends
that were most likely not a part of the in crowd. Rather, you may have been seen as an outsider who associated with the
more unusual and even bizarre element of your school. More than likely you showed talent in matters of art, drama and
creativity.
The denial side of 9's often looks at people and circumstances through rose covered glasses, and do not see the truth of
the misuse and darknessthat is going on in front of them. They choose to see the best at the risk of becoming victims of
the worst. Children of abuse often idealize the abuser and live in a false world that detaches them from the pain and
anger associated with the abuse.
Nine is the number of sacrifice, generosity, tolerance, idealism, and altruism. Nines are the dreamers and optimists who
set a tone of hope and aspiration for the world.
Nines live in an inner world of ideas, ideals, and dreams. You find it hard to be practical, although you do not pursue
material possessions; you seem to be provided with what you need. You are an idealist with a brooding awareness of
the need in this world for broader intuitive thinking and expression of deeper feelings, and more humanistic science.
You are not at home in business unless it offers an opportunity to serve a greater cause for mankind.
Your temperament is artistic, mystical, and poetic. There is a wholesome spirit of humbleness within nines because of
their awareness of greater cosmic forces at work in their lives and in the universe. Your mind works in generalities
rather than detail. You are emotionally impressionable and generous, which lets people impose upon your time and
energy to their advantage. You are learning to overcome urges to envy, spite, and revenge, by learning the law of
forgiveness and release. This is not an easy task since the world mostly functions in dysfunction and does not like those
who try to point out any irregularities in the system.
Nines' extreme emotional sensitivity can lead to moodiness and depression. Your behavior will go from periods of
elation and joy with hectic activity to listlessness and lack of initiative. When emotions become negative, you tend to
take life too seriously and not let go of the source of the trouble. You turn fearful and self-conscious. The idealistic
tendency of nine can be an undoing.
The presence of obsessive idealism about someone often cloaks previous abuse (often sexual) at the hands of someone
placed unrealistically high upon a pedestal. Once the bubble burst they are capable of become seriously disillusioned.
The negative side of such deep disappointment is that the nine can then turn fanatical and at the extreme anarchical.
This blindness to abuse can carry over into your perception of the motives and institutions and social movements that
aspire to altruistic aims while cloaking behind the scenes agendas that are self serving and in fact, non benign in nature.
Once you learn to let go and flow with higher consciousness, you can become enlightened and inspired fore bearers of
more elevated states of consciousness to come.
You will have a chance to travel and experience life first hand. Your opportunity for service is unlimited once you find
the group to which you belong and the direction of your purpose. Your consciousness will have to grow with the
coming tide of change on earth. You can intuitively feel it coming like the uncertain calm before the biggest storm. If
you do not fear the changes, you can awaken and prepare man for the changes through inspired art, music, writing,
psychic wisdom, or leadership.
You have come through much sorrow, disappointment, personal loss, and perhaps illness. This can cause you to strive
for such perfection that you can be frustrating to less demanding personalities. It has not been easy but as the
awakening of the soul and higher guidance touches the personality, you will move from self-centered aspirations to a

greater understanding of the overall cosmic purpose. As you aspire to serve that purpose and let go of attachment to the
world, your role will come gradually into focus.
You enjoy friends who are far-reaching, sometimes unconventional, and idealistic. In romance, nines can fall in love
passionately with an ideal, but as soon as the bubble is burst by reality, you plunge back into life. Soon you will be in
search of another ideal mate. You seek the sympathy and praise of your lover and can be very giving in return. You are
at the threshold of learning what love truly can be. Are you willing to take the step into a world of true eternal love and
harmony?
Nines have perhaps more difficulty than others in marriage, not because the cosmos has put a whammy on them, but
because of their search for ideals and perfection. Too often the 9 is disappointed when discovering their mate is not
what was expected. You may fall short yourself from the ideal image you believe about yourself. You may not find the
perfect partner, but you can find the right match. You are almost airy tail like in your notion of romance and love.
Nines enjoy the refined art of sex and erotic interplay with partner. Nines seek love and security, but will experience
rncounter unhappiness until truly learning to "let go, and let God".
Vocations and careers harmonious to nines include speakers, inspired artists, fashion makers, humanitarian efforts,
explorers, inventors, and ministers.
Nines are prone to nervous disorders, emotional fluctuations, and tendency toward depression.

Understanding Your Soul Number
The soul is the ongoing inner part of our self which holds the memory of all of our life journeys. That may include
previous experience upon other planets and dimensions as well as here on earth. The soul seeks further evolution
through the vehicles of the personality by entering into the physical body. It strives for balance and completion of earth
experience, so that it may evolve into yet other dimensions or planetary systems of evolution. The soul is neither the
higher self nor the spark of our divinity. The soul is the accumulation of experience and is learning the lessons of
evolution just as the personality is learning is learning from this particular life time.
The soul number reveals the particular vibration the soul stresses through the personality in this lifetime. The soul (in
conjunction with Higher Self) chooses a life pattern it foresees as being most appropriate for learning the desired
lessons during this lifetime. The soul possesses knowledge of all the vibrations, yet focuses its wisdom to accelerate the
learning curve by choosing the most beneficial circumstances for its progression.
The soul is learning and adding to the pool of experience with every new life time of experience. The soul number
gives a clue as to the primary lessons and energies it has chosen to accomplish during this lifetime. It is not an attempt
to describe all of the assets of the soul. Rather, it gives an indication of the primary focus of the soul in this life time. It
tells us what is going on inside the deeper dimensions of the individual. For most of us at this time in evolution the soul
purpose is not seen clearly because it is distorted passing through the ego and dysfunctions of the human personality.
As we go about cleansing and transforming the personality, the soul energy becomes more pure, refined and defined as
it manifests through the personality.

Your Soul Number is 6
The 6 soul number focuses life upon the home, family, and the company of close friends and loved ones. You work
best when sharing the responsibility of your assignment with others. Sixes feel deeply and are concerned with those
who suffer needlessly through home life or personal circumstance. You spontaneously respond to assist others upon
call. Empathy marks your every relationship.
People are comfortable around you and can turn to you with confidence to discuss their conflicts and suffering. This is
probably because you are a natural counselor. Many sixes are, and will be, opening their inner awareness as counselors.
Sixes are often able to tap the akashic records to help in the recognition of past life trauma which still troubles the
subconscious. If your awareness has not led you into the akasha, you are still most likely able to get inside another's
consciousness, to help relieve discomfort.
The number 6 is the archetypal number for codependency. The person with a 6 in this position often comes from a
home of divorce, separation or where the parents stayed together for convenience. Often the parents stayed together in
an unhappy marriage because of the birth of the child. A child born into this situation grows up with guilt, and an
unconscious inner victim belief that I caused my parents to stay in an unhappy relationship, therefore I do not deserve
to have a happy relations. There is a tendency to sabotage what might be a good relationship.
More important, perhaps, on the soul level is the unconscious distrust of relationships that interferes with connection to
the inner male and inner female archetypes of the universal Source. You are learning to work through this conflict with
the divine Mother and divine Father within Self. The ultimate marriage is when your inner male and inner female are in
balance and harmony with each other.
While prosperity is often attached to the number eight, you will find that as you live in harmony with your inner
feelings and flow with the universal order that more often than not money and prosperity come to you with ease. As
above so below is an esoteric mantra. The archetypal symbol of the number 6 is the reversed triangles overlapping each
other. As you nurture a relationship with your highest self you will learn to dance in time with the triune rhythm that is
reflected from the primal atom through your divine spark or the permanent atom.
Marriage and home are central to your unqualified harmony. You seek a harmonious mate and can be disappointed
when any sort of flaw shows up. Often metaphysical students seek such a union. However, it is more likely that you
may have chosen a spouse who is not favorably disposed and, in fact, may be antagonistic to your pursuits of soul. But
there is a purpose in this madness. Codependency is a negative archetype that goes naturally with the 6 vibration. You
will make great progress once you clear out the old boundaries and negative of this dysfunctional pattern. Many of you
will choose to help others become released from the bondage of codependent relationships.
You have chosen your husband or wife for some need. If the two of you were completely compatible, it would be so
easy to say "aren't we so spiritual and perfect". That could be true, but too often such couples slip into a self-righteous
habit of patting each other's back while failing to grow. On the other hand, when there is challenge on some levels,
both mates grow rapidly if sincere and searching. Each assists the other, often through adversity, to better define and
recognize personal needs. If you see only weakness and rebel prematurely, a beautiful chance for evolvement may be
overlooked.
Your intellectual outlook is broad and flexible, but your life-style and emotional make-up are inclined toward the
conservative and traditional. You want to correct all abuses around you and make up for the wrongs that have plagued
mankind for eons. There is a good chance you will help many this time around.

Understanding Your Integrated Self Number
The number of the integrated self is an indicator as to what personal growth the individual is seeking to accomplish
during this lifetime. Most of us do not reach our full potential during a chosen life cycle, so we might think of this
number as indicating our aspirations. This is not said to discourage anyone from their desire to reach such a level. In
ancient spiritual teachings one who reached a high level of integration was said to have reached enlightenment. Such
terms as cosmic consciousness or mystical union have also been used to describe this higher state of awareness.
Reaching a level of integration does not have to be that exalted or defined. Your integrated self gives clues to the path
and tools you will best use to reach the desired level for this life sojourn. Integration can mean simply working this
particular set of lessons into the emerging soul experience.
Integration manifests as the directives of the Higher Self filter down through the soul and into the daily living of the
personality. It takes place as we go about living in harmony with the inner dance of our permanent atom. This results
when the soul and personally function together in a more complete harmony.
Most of those on the path toward enlightenment fluctuate to a large extent in the connection at this level. We live in a
time and age when more and more people are doing their self-growth homework and fluctuate more consistently with
the inner dance. Along the way toward enlightenment the expression of the integrated self qualities are pretty much
distorted by the ego and the lesser and more dysfunctional needs of the personality.
When interpreting a chart, always remember there is much more than just reading different sections of the book for
each numerical description. The full chart should be intuitively linked after an examination of the parts. Then you can
look at the parts again with a better grasp and appreciation of all of the components
As human beings we all have certain problems, neurosis, blocks, and dysfunctional patterns. Most people who are
attracted into the self-awareness movement are working consciously to recognize and release negative dysfunctional
behavior. As the personality becomes relatively clear and healthy, the soul can manifest through it more cleanly. Then
the individual reaches toward a state of integration and wellbeing that comes from a more consistent dance with the
cosmic and eternal Self (permanent atom).

Your Integrated Self Number is 6

You have come into an understanding of the role you have chosen to serve mankind. Each day the pleasure of
rendering assistance echoes through your heart in thanksgiving for this chance to serve God and man. The hours may
be long and material rewards meager for some of you, but the struggle of selfless services pays rich dividends on the
karmic ledger sheet. Your connection to higher and inner worlds of consciousness may lead you into some exotic and
rarefied forms of healing and service to mankind.
Family, home, and close friends are paramount in your life. You live in accord with higher ideals that many find
impossible to accept, let alone attempt. You strive to maintain harmonious and supportive relationship within the
home, and with your partner. This external success is a reflection of the improvement with the marriage of your inner
female and male polarities. Once you find the right outer partner you are willing to work at a high level of intimacy,
integrity and sharing of responsibility. When fully integrated, the six individual has learned to accept self and others;
only then are the highest aspirations within reach.
You have the patience and passion to stand up against those who would oppress and restrain others from the right to
joy, harmony and contentment of heart. Your compassion and sense of self forgiveness are growing stronger, and the
fear negativity that once controlled you is waning. When you are inspired from within you blossom forth with
inspiration, truth and timely solutions to the challenges at hand.
You are a natural counselor and guide and are sometimes referred to as a cosmic mother or cosmic father. You are
generous rendering assistance and have learned to give with no expectation of anything in return. You benefit from
incorporating knowledge of music, color, and vibration into your emotional counseling of others. This process may be
as baffling to you as it can be to those who know you.
You have a mischievously delightful way of presenting stories of repentance and release. This style makes you popular
as a communicator and educator. You have a valuable story to tell about the chronicles of personal growth, and many
of you will be drawn to positions that allow you to teach and assist others who struggle on their own path of personal
integration.
The emphasis with the integrated self number has been placed upon the inspired and transcendental characteristics. It is
important to keep in mind the potential slip into the negative or dark side of any number.

Understanding Your Life Number
The date of birth (month, day, and year) provides one of the four most significant calculations while interpreting the
natal chart. From this number you can determine the life number. The life number yields insight into the reoccurring
lessons the individual will attract into his/her life experience. This number provides insight as to how that person will
likely react to the circumstances life offers and gives a symbolic indicator of experiences and events to come.
The life number provides a clue as to what fate has in store. It reveals to us the particular lessons that will be brought
into your life (and most likely be repeated) until they are learned and integrated into the soul memory. Proper
utilization of numerological information can provide guidelines and help the individual adjust more easily to the
lessons of life.
If you take conscious responsibility for your potential, you can better understand yourself and considerably accelerate
the learning curve of life. With understanding comes the foundation upon which effective actions are based. Right
action releases us from the wheel of karma and rebirth, furthering the evolution of soul. We can continue our journey
onto higher spirals and planes of existence.
It is my personal belief that the date of birth is determined by the soul (and higher self) of the incoming child. Every
mother has the experience of knowing that when the child is ready, birth will occur. It seems only proper that the soul
does the choosing because the life number indicates the type of opportunities, challenges, and destiny that life
experience will bring to assist and encourage the optimum path of learning.
It is not necessary for the reader to accept this belief in order to appreciate the meaning of numbers. Whatever the
process of selection, it is the birth date and its particular vibration that does give definition to the life pattern.

Your Life Number is 3
Threes have come to learn beauty, charm, grace, enthusiasm, creative expression and joy to mention some of the
primary lessons. Some important clues to learning come from the numbers on either side.
Those with number 3 can go to emotional extremes and become out of control. By familiarizing yourself with the
lessons of the number 2 you can learn to be more considerate of what you say and when. Also you can learn the tact
and timing of expressing yourself with the most effectiveness. You can learn more about how to live in harmony by
applying the lessons of the number 4 with its discipline and control of actions.
You will dance, prance and gingerly ride the wave of emotional exploration before you get through with this go around
of worldly sojourn. Your child like merriment and unabashed enthusiasm can inspire nations, and even that grouchy
old man next door! It may have been a three that wrote, "I started the whole world living". You are colorful, crazy and
not adverse to getting a little out of control. You paint the walls of life with color, adorn the tables of nourishment with
cheer, and leave the patient in the hospital room feeling better. You just might be that person who taught the number 4
how to whistle while they worked.
Threes are often found in entertainment, the creative arts, public media, and sales, crafts, writing, and related
endeavors. You have come into this life to create, radiate beauty and harmony, and express self. The enfoldment of the
creative ability and the opportunity to express it in life come naturally for many. This is especially true when indicators
in the whole chart show balance and flow. More often the person with the three life path is born into a family where he
encounters considerable inhibition, resistance, or indifference to artistic or creative skills he possesses.
The suggestion is that in a previous life or lives, you very likely had developed pronounced abilities and failed to
discipline them to highest virtuosity, or became superficial about the gift. Once again, the 3 may have the potential, but
this time life has thrown obstacles in the way of development. This makes the gift that is truly earned more respected,
appreciated, and expressed with dedication. Here are a couple hypothetical situations.
A young woman may strongly desire to play the piano and has shown ability at a school tryout. She lives in a family
where money is scarce, and the parents are unable to afford the instrument. Another example might be a young man
who has shown outstanding proclivities toward acting and singing. He may have a father from the old puritan workethic culture. The thought of having an effeminate Milquetoast artist as a son is overwhelming to his male ego, so the
son is intimidated and forced to pursue "manly" occupations.
In another instance a three-year-old child may create a particularly colorful, symbolic, and aesthetically pleasing finger
painting. Unfortunately it is done on the new kitchen cabinets, so the child is severely punished for his/her creativity.
Hence, the spontaneity of creation becomes associated with chastisement and pain. It may not surface again for many
years.
All creative acts result from releasing the creative force, or kundalini. The same creative energy expressed in the
physical act of creativity (sexual intercourse), is channeled into other levels of expression, be it job creativity, artistic
creativity, intellectual creativity, or soul creativity. Very often early childhood awakening to sexual curiosity or outlet
is associated with feelings of guilt, shame, embarrassment, chastisement, or confusion. Such incidents as self
exploration, childhood sex games, sexual abuse, stimulation from a family member, petting and foreplay, or guilt
ridden early sexual relations leave a scar of guilt, fear, shame, or confusion in the subconscious attitude toward
creativity on the sexual level. You would be very effective working with people who had experienced sexual abuse and
misuse in childhood. Perhaps it happened to you.
Creativity is sexuality and sexuality is creativity. There is no distinction in the subconscious. In later life when as the
adult 3 starts to become creative those old sexual patterns of guilt, anger and shame come up from the past and cause
the person to abort the creative effort. A 3 with this conflict may become involved in a multitude of creative diversions,

but he will fail to truly excel in any of them. She/He may have several incomplete paintings, poems, stained glass
fixtures, projects of every creative nature, in his home that have been hidden in closets or torn up and thrown away.
Each time we expand our consciousness higher and outward, we go deeper into the subconscious to release deeply
hidden blocks. This conflict with creativity may also apply when 3 appears elsewhere in the chart, i.e. personality,
letters in the name, day or month, etc. The principle applies when manifesting creative components of any number. As
you realize what you are doing you may choose to work with a professional therapist or someone who has experienced
these patterns and found a way to work through them to become more fully expressive.
You experience sadness of heart as you watch young children and an increasing number of women caught in the web
of human trafficking and put into positions of sexual exploitation and abuse. As you work through your own sexual
issues you may well become a part of the social movement to eliminate such oppressive abuse practices and help
restore an appreciation of sex as a loving and elevating act of exchange rather than one of exploitation and selfish
gratification.
Three on an esoteric level is the Word spoken, the Christ Consciousness manifested. Threes are the heralds and
spokesmen preparing man for the new dawn by the illuminating inspiration of their works. As they outgrow the
subconscious conflicts their word becomes even stronger and more pristine. You may be a late bloomer when it comes
to emotional maturity, but as you do life flourishes beyond your wildest dreams.
When the struggle with repressed feelings is won, life is glorious for a 3. They are naturals as hosts and hostesses,
benefiting through their socializing with other seekers and creative personalities. At their best, they are imaginative,
inspired, and able to tap deep emotions. They are gifted with the ability to use words but must be careful not to slip into
pettiness and superficiality. You have a choice to follow the eternal bliss of connecting to your eternal Self , or riding
the roller coaster of emotions trying to match the superficial and affect of the disconnected around you.
Misguided or, perhaps should I say "unguided" threes are very capable of speaking endlessly and saying nothing! They
need to discipline energies and avoid spreading their talents too thin. Threes often run with the "in" crowd and jet set
and when out of harmony can squander away talent in self-indulgence, luxury, and pseudo-sophistication.
Awakening 3's (especially 66's) are likely to gravitate toward interest in alternative arts and expression, alterative
communities and life styles, esoteric healing of body, mind and emotions, healing inner and outer relationships,
improving communication with the higher self, releasing toxic diet, and attuning to nature kingdoms along with other
expanding areas of consciousness. One of your greatest quests is to get ack in step with the cosmic dance. You lost that
rhythm long ago and seek to find it once again.

Understanding Your Destiny Number
The destiny number is determined by adding together the sum of the numbers from the full name at birth along with the
life number. It is that which you strive most to accomplish and attain in this lifetime. The reason for combining these
two makes complete numerical sense. The numbers of the full name represent the full complement of potential and
innate abilities you have chosen to work with in this life time. The numbers from your date of birth yield a clue as to
the part of the spectrum of life experiences you have focused upon to emphasize. The true destiny is reached when the
individual has harmoniously integrated the life events into consciousness and applied his/her given abilities and
attributes as completely as possible. This usually takes place more frequently after the advanced soul has taken the
necessary steps and years of commitment needed to significantly resolve the dysfunctional patterns in their life.
Having accomplished that elaborate ongoing process, the next step (which may have been going on simultaneously
with the other) is to chart the spiritual path of your choice that brings you in touch with your soul and its purpose. As
the path of self-growth expands the soul and Higher Self become further united in harmonious integration. As the soul
works through the personality harmoniously, it becomes increasingly easier to connect with the higher Self and dance
with the direction of your permanent atom. Once in harmony with the inner self you can chart your course with
conscious command.

The sad reality is that most people within the mass consciousness rarely get beyond their dysfunctional limited tribal
mass consciousness. In times of accelerated consciousness upon the planet (such as this time) greater numbers of souls
are able to move through tribal limitation and into soul or higher awareness. Beyond that are those souls striving for
completion of the karmic cycle and onto the ascension spiral.
The destiny description is mostly positive in tone because the assumption is, that if one has truly reached that state of
awareness, there will be few blocks and negatives patterns of resistance left to interfere. The risk of putting these into
print in such a totally positive way is that a person with disorders of delusion could mistakenly believe themselves to
be at this stage of growth. So also could a person in total denial of dysfunctional reality make the assumption in their
mind that they are at this plateau, even though they may not be close at all. One should use discernment when reading
these interpretations. At the same time you can glory in the hope and possibility you will reach the fulfillment of you
fondest spiritual aspirations.
The destiny number sheds light upon the direction that will ultimately bring joy and contentment to the heart.
Obviously, this type of profile can give only a general outline. The intent is to stimulate awareness toward your deeper
search of the unique individual destiny.
The full meaning of the destiny number is revealed to one after considerable cleansing of negative personality patterns.
Attention should be given to listening to the soul and giving the qualities of soul their added expression. Once the
personality is clear and the soul free, you embark upon attunement to the Higher Self. From the Higher Self comes the
revelation of our true destiny with the individual details relevant to you alone.

Your Destiny Number is 9
You have reached a rarefied state of refinement and awareness. Always known as a little "far out", your once
seemingly remote viewpoint is now being sought after by many on the path of spiritual progress because they are
starting to see that it is, in fact, far in! Many 9's become enlightened artists whose work captures images and wisps of
ethereal realities overlapping into the third dimension consciousness. Your journey through every strata of human
experience has given you a maturity and faith that is unwavering while others crumble around you.
Your elegance and cultivated manner demand respect and attention. You find yourself surrounded by equally talented
associates who work together to bring inspiration to a mired and downtrodden world. You are excited about bringing
futuristic trends to the present moment. There is a settled sense of inner contentment and peace that goes with this
combination, especially once you have committed to your inner path of evolution. You may feel like you are an old
soul, and most likely that is true.
This is alternately and simultaneously the most delightful and difficult destiny pattern. You are striving toward the
ability to fully manifest unconditional love. Gods do this quite well we hope. As mortals, the capacity to do so strains
our human instincts to the maximum. You strive to be generous and giving, after spending eons of time struggling to
become comfortable learning to nurture your own ego needs. You are told to give up material attachments just as you
finally are getting your share of the material pie. You find yourself beginning to learn the meaning of "let go and let
God." You are starting to more clearly grasp that once you do let go, the irony is that you can have all.
The confusing irony of duality is probably nowhere more evident than with the nine. The lesson is truly to have no
attachments to things of this earth (money, relationships, material objects, titles, positions, status, etc.). Once nonattachment is truly accomplished, all things are given to you by higher decree.
You will become totally supplied by the Universe. How does one learn this non-attachment? The pathway has been
taught to us by mystics and religious teachers for thousands of years. Many spokesmen come forth in this age to offer
more current teachings. Use discrimination in your choices. Trust your inner voice when making selections.
Your destiny lies in working with groups, movements, and ideas, the nature of which are focused upon improving
conditions for the mass consciousness. Your personal ambitions will be channeled in such a way that your reward is
not what comes personally to you as much as how humanity benefits. You sometimes feel as if your total identity has
been surrendered. That is a scary thought. This need not be true. Your identity with time may merge into the greater
awakening of the planetary over soul. And yet, you will still have the self-awareness of being the greater You. Then
will you delight and revel in your feelings of contribution to the upward evolution occurring to the entire human race at
this time.
The emphasis with the destiny number has been placed upon the inspired and transcendental characteristics. It is
important to keep in mind the potential slip into the negative or dark side of any number.

Understanding Your Karmic Number
The doctrine of karma is quite complex and would take considerable space to discuss completely. Karma is very
intimately interwoven with the doctrine of reincarnation. The soul seeks to evolve by learning from the variety of
experiences available on this material plane of earth. In successive cycles (or simultaneous in some doctrines), the soul
incarnates into a personality structure, learns about life, adds to its wisdom, and finally withdraws for introspection
upon the higher inner planes. The personality (physical, emotional, and mental bodies) provides vehicles through
which the soul interacts with the lower planes. This cycle repeats itself until the soul finally reaches a point of mastery
over the lower vehicles. At that point it no longer incarnates into the physical realm, but takes on a more subtle and
refined body on a higher plane of manifestation.
In numerology symbolism each number missing represents a karmic lesson left unfinished in some form. This lifetime
is your opportunity to correct the situation or balance the condition indicated by the missing number. The absence of a
number or numbers merely indicates that in previous life or lives you have gone to excess or avoided experience that
would lead to mastery of the lesson indicated. There are several references in this book to the theme of balance, and
lack of balance to excess or deficiency. Numerology provides us with guidelines regarding our experiential progress.
As previously stated, every number in the chart has a karmic implication. The missing numbers help define which
karmic lessons are in need of the most attention in this life cycle. Each karmic lesson will be described separately.
The use of assertive and passive descriptions in this chapter are designed to help the reader recognize more accurately
the lessons that have been left out of balance and are now important in the process of reaching readiness for
manifestation on the next plane of existence.. The passive description suggests the meaning of the lesson was likely
avoided in a previous life or lives. The assertive paragraph suggests the lesson of the number was overdone. By reading
the two, your own inner guidance should help you recognize which is applicable in your personal understanding.
The descriptions for the karmic lessons are not intended to be an indictment, and not every statement in each
description need apply. Perhaps just one minor aspect needs resolution. Discretion is needed when using these to
evaluate another person's chart. When studying them for your own personal edification you will want to read the
descriptions and watch the reactions in your own emotions or intellect. If you are honest with yourself, those that apply
will cause a reaction. If you want to ignore or deny certain ones, those may very well be especially applicable to your
life. The crux of your self-examination lies in establishing an honest appraisal of your emotional and intellectual
response.

(Note) For those who do not embrace the theory or idea of reincarnation you can simply substitute the words
"unconscious stress patterns" for reincarnation. Some people call it genetic memory. The influx from these memories is
primarily in the subconscious or unconscious realm until discovered through self-growth or brought to light through
emergency situations, which open the door to their presence.

Your Karmic Lesson Number is 7
Assertive--There has been too much past life emphasis upon intellectual effort and academic knowledge. You became
specialized in certain areas of study. As a scholar, you enjoyed the awe and prestige associated with the position. As a
result, you became narrow, opinionated, isolated and at times severely sarcastic toward opponents or people you
deemed to be below your intelligence. You subsequently lost touch with the simple day to day human experiences of
love, play, humor joy and laughter. There was a preference for living behind high-toned theory, but with little of the
layman's common sense. You have cut off feelings with excessive reasoning and become skeptical and cynical of
mundane human events. You are often doubtful or distrusting of your intuition and higher mind.
Passive--There has been a past life pattern of shallow thinking and superficial living. An unwillingness to take things
seriously or to investigate life deeply has left a need for deeper searching. You have resisted disciplining the mind to be
thorough and scientific in your reasoning. Another possibility is of past disillusionment in a former religious
incarnation, perhaps as a nun, monk, or ascetic. Lack of deeper wisdom has perhaps led to superstition and a belief in
false doctrines.
Current Opportunity For Harmony--Life will bring you circumstances requiring you to overcome these doubts and
superstitions by building a solid faith, based upon intellectual knowledge and spiritual wisdom. You will progress
rapidly when you work to integrate reason with intuition. Seek the deeper teachings of spirituality, science,
metaphysics, psychology, and the cosmos. You will enjoy developing left brain/right brain integration and trust of your
intuitive potential.
True faith will be yours once you begin to acquire a fundamental grasp of esoteric wisdom teachings. Meditation,
introspection, and techniques of self-exploration that open the inner doors, will benefit your search for the answer to
cosmic riddles.

Your Karmic Lesson Number is 8
Assertive--This suggests a former misapplication of power and wealth. You have dominated and manipulated others
through force or intimidation. Wealth may have been squandered or employed for domination of others. This is a
strong indicator of overbearing pride and personal ambition. Your way has been the only way. You sternly forbade
deviation. There has been overemphasis upon your personal influence in leadership and social circles. Former greed is
also a possibility with this indicator. Fear of higher authority.
Passive --There has been a past life tendency to disregard material aspiration. You have not been willing to use your
abilities, leading others and assisting society. A decided distaste for money and lack of courage to take financial risks is
suggested. Ineptitude and inefficiency in commercial enterprise is another possibility. You may have blamed failure on
anyone else but yourself. Thus, you've missed opportunities for promotion or advancement. There has been difficulty
breaking free from an authoritarian parent or some deeply inbred doctrine that has dominated your consciousness. You
are often unwilling to listen to higher authority.
Current Opportunity For Harmony--Life will put you into situations which constantly test your authority. You will
work under intolerable authority and see misuse of power and ineptitude at every turn. You must learn to take
responsibility for your own financial and business affairs. You may very well earn a great deal of money and suddenly
lose it. The absence will cause great pain. In the same light, if you strain for money, it will remain elusive. However, if
you value it properly and use it wisely, you could easily become financially successful. There is an obvious need to
balance between leadership and bossiness. As your leadership abilities mature, you will find many people willing to
respond. Once attached to your inner authority you become a true leader and inspiration.

Your Karmic Lesson Number is 9
Assertive--You have been an impractical idealist and dreamer, roaming in your personal misty world, without being
able to produce anything of worth. Eccentricity has predominated over good taste. Your generosity usually bordered on
squandering. Artistic potential was dissipated by nervous tension and lack of direction. You have been overly
sentimental and romantic in personal relationships, which allowed you to be used by others. You thought you were
loved for your golden heart, only to become depressed and disillusioned when your pockets were fleeced. You can
become cynical and disillusioned about the future.
Passive--This indicates difficulty handling personal emotions and relating emotionally with others. Your selfless,
impersonal routine smugly disguised an inability to sustain any personal commitment or share in affection and love.
You have meant well, but left little to those whose lives you touched. You have been less than sympathetic toward the
suffering of others, overly concerned with your own suffering and loss. You may idealize the very oen who abused you
and used you. You have been unwilling to face and deal with the harshness and cynicism of life. This can be an
indicator of prolonged depression and passive anger.
Current Opportunity For Harmony--Life will bring many of you one difficulty after another of physical, emotional
and mental stress. This will test the personality until it finally reaches out to the soul for relief and instruction. Marital,
job, and health setbacks will cause grief. Eventually this opens the heart center, bringing you the chance to understand
and sympathize with the suffering of others in life. You will benefit from working with groups or organizations which
foster new avenues of research, metaphysical, or educational instruction. This is a difficult turning point for letting go
of the personality so that it may blend with the aspirations of the soul. Be true to your highest aspirations and dreams.
The paradox of the 9 is that once you let go of attachments, you may well receive all that you would want.

Understanding Your Karmic Accumulation Number
I was the author who originated the term and the concept of an entirely new method of delineating the karmic impact to
numerology (the karmic accumulation number). The number of karmic accumulation is determined by adding all the
missing numbers into one total. For example, if the numbers eight, four, and three, were missing from the name at
birth, the karmic accumulation number would be fifteen (8 +4+3 = 15).
The karmic accumulation number gives perspective on individuals overall reaction to the weight of the necessary
lessons indicated to be learned. It should be emphasized that the dynamics of karmic numbers are mostly expressed
through our lives subconsciously. Only a few become obviously conscious traits in the unaware personality. The
primary objective of self-growth is to bring these unconscious issues into consciousness to be recognized and resolved.
The karmic accumulation number hints at a lot of tendencies acquired through previous personalities. Most of these
may still remain in the subconscious and reveal themselves through the current personality. By recognizing these traits
consciously, one can transmute the negative and integrate the positive traits into the present life. This provides a better
opportunity for attainment of a more accomplished and fulfilled life. If this is not accomplished, then one can become
bogged down by weight of the past and never really accomplish the desired intentions of this life cycle.
Remember that these traits and karmic tendencies manifest through the personality and will reveal themselves with
differing hues and nuances, depending upon all of the other numbers in the chart. They will become particularly
pronounced when assessing stress patterns or during the personal year or month that corresponds to the karmic number
that is missing. I hope these descriptions will be of particular value in helping you to understand and more
harmoniously cope with the conditions your have chosen in this lifetime.
It is recognized the descriptions of this chapter are potentially upsetting and possibly depressing. We need to be
reminded that karma is self imposed illusion. Illusion is the prelude to enlightenment! The first law of karma brings us
to a discomforting awareness, and the soul finally breaks through with truth. You can use your imbalance as a
springboard to accelerated growth. Or in other words, work with the polarities in order to arrive at a higher truth.

Your karmic Accumulation Number is 24
You will find yourself spending a great deal of time worrying, wondering and perhaps wasting a lot of emotional time
in reverie and wishful thinking. You see a lot of emotional dyfunction and waste around. You are keenly aware of the
toxicity in the system, but may not realize the extensive presence of your own. You may well find yourself putting a lot
of effort into trying to help the helpless. It can take you a long time to realize just how much help you need, and how
emotionally out of touch from yourself and from others. You can become mired in unrealistic life solutions and
willingly offer advice while having no clue how to solve your own mistaken steps along the path of life.
Your acute sensitivity to the collective unconscious of society can be a mixed blessing. If you are out of balance and
mired in the hidden issues of your own dark side, then the rush of images and emotional undertones can be disturbing
to say the least. You are troubled by the emotional abuse, exploitation and disrespect for others that seems to permeate
the social culture of the times. Dreams turn into nightmares and discouragement can quickly turn to depression as you
are overcome with the combination of your own dark side dread and the unconsciousness angst of millions around you.
It's as if everything around you gets more out of control and has gone amiss. You learning to stabilize your own
emotional qualms and separate healthy needs from neurotic deeds. Once accomplished you will find that you can be
quite efficient when it comes to counseling, caring and offering insights that are life changing to those you are aiding.
If you find the right combination of challenge and cause, you can become an excellent team member in organizations
of service and assistance.
Once you find your place and purpose you have the opportunity to develop appropriate social skills needed to build
upon a path of concern and contribution to the betterment of many lives. You may have shunned organizational
responsibility in other lives, but you are learning to see how you can get much more done within the context of group
effort and with appreciation of social mores. You will most likely go through some misfits before finding the right
combination of disciplined and accomplished coworkers.
In matters of relationships and commitment you want to have the same dreams as most people who look for a
meaningful moment with the right one. You just don't seem to be able to find that right one as easily as you would like.
Details and demands from partner become overwhelming and in your mind often unfair. Issues of trust and the sharing
of true intimacy seem to easily elude your grasp. Childish behavior can take more of your time together than mature
adult content. When you do find a connection to your own masculine and feminine inner core, you will most likely find
a partner with whom you share a mutual purpose and goals. When you are both in harmony together, the relationship
can lead to much success and bring you good friends and associates.

Understanding Your Stress Number
The stress numbers serve to accentuate differences between two numbers. It helps to define the tension between the
vibrational qualities of the numbers being compared. Stress numbers are like points of tension which need to be
overcome before the two numbers of comparison can best function harmoniously together.
As implied by the use of the term stress number, they are more pronounced when our life is under stress. Under such
pressure the tendency is to manifest more of our unconscious mannerism rather than our best publically displayed
behavior. Most of us, of course, do not like to see that part of our behavior. They are presented to help bring negative
unconscious traits into light. Once you recognize these, you have a choice to resolve them. By leaving them
unacknowledged, you remain a victim of your unconscious negativity.

Your Stress Number is 6(3-9)
With this stress pattern, there is frequently emotional suffering through marriage, romance, and affections. You can
become cold and detached in order to protect yourself. Many people with this combination experience considerable
difficulty in their emotional relationships. In marriage, you will constantly resent the burden and responsibility of
seemingly unjustified demands. This can lead to love affairs, in search of the ideal mate. But this unrealistic search will
haunt you until you realize you are incapable of being ideal to someone else and release your hang-ups.
The suggestion here is that you have had difficulty giving constant love in past life patterns and must strive to earn love
now by giving it altruistically, but not codependently. Be careful not to become a false martyr. You will have much to
learn in the game of love and marriage and commitment. There is a tendency to be careless with little things like
payments, appointments, and birthday-anniversaries. You can become more frustrated with material things rather than
enamoured.
The way through. By learning to articulate healthy feelings (3) and releasing false ideals (9) you can reach highlighted
levels of vision and transformational creative expression. Old and ancient issues of sexual abuse, mistrust of
relationships and artistic blockages are becoming more clear and you can free yourself from burdens and memoires of
the past.

Your Stress Number is 3(6-9)
This is another emotional conglomerate of discord with a crosscurrent of emotions running in three directions at once.
You will gradualluy attain inner serenity after surrendering the little self to the directives of the intuitive guidance from
your higher self. You very likely have been a martyr in a previous life and felt others turn against you. This has left you
very caustic and reserved in your expression of inner feelings. It is hard for you to give of the heart completely; you
fear admirers will reject the affection. This fear works subconsciously to attract a demanding and unresponsive lover
who brings that which you feared most into your house.
You can alternate from emotional icebox to frantic delirium. Then, in the next moment your whole attitude can sink
into pessimism and sorrow. Delays and frustrations seem to plague you at each turn. Face this combination and work
your way through this labyrinth of emotional dilemmas, and you will be very effective at assisting other souls out of
their doldrums.
The way through. As the 6 learns to release worry and dream from the 9 and the 9 learns to make its dreams more
realistic from the 6, you can transcend you limitations a live a life of heaven on earth. You are learning that you may
not be perfect, but that you can be perfectly happy being true to who you are.

Your Stress Number is 3(4-7)
You have difficulty learning to properly express feelings because of a strong intellectuality and a tough exterior veneer.
There is a subconscious conflict from prenatal or early tension with the father or a strongly masculine mother. A
cynical and judgmental attitude, and an emotionally manipulative personality are two qualities in your nature that you
are learning to overcome. Tender feelings are blocked up, and you become secretive about your real inner feeling so
that you aren't threatened. The massive weight of anger comes out in explosive bursts.
It is common for those with this combination to have tremendous pride of intellect, even arrogance about pet opinions
and beliefs. When your fundamental belief system is challenged, you will overwhelm rather than discuss the subject
with your adversary. You are clever at manipulating someone's emotional insecurity to accomplish your own needs.
You will become more satisfied within as your emotional nature is refined, and you resolve your personal emotional
issues.

The way through. As you learn from the 4 to ground your ideas and learn from the 7 to think beyond the rigidity of
your familiar routines, you can soar into flights of transcendental design and extraordinary innovation. You are
working through some old third dimension social and religious dogma and codes, and blossoming into connection with
true feeling from your soul core.

Understanding Your Outer You, Inner You and Accomplished You Numbers
Everything that has been presented in this personal numerical portrait up until now is calculated from your name at
birth and date of birth. This information contains what this author refers to as the natal chart. It is information based
upon the birth name.
As the individual goes through life there will be different names that will be used, such as a nick name, married name,
stage name or professional name being the most common. For example your birth name may be Wilhelm Orion
Montague Rodriguez. Now you call yourself Bill Rod. The use of a new name changes the vibration you are
manifesting. The natal name does not go away and remains in the background. However, by the selection and use of a
new name you change the vibration that you are manifesting.
This author uses the terms outer you, inner you and accomplished you that applies to any other name than you are
using other than your name at birth. These numbers will shed some light upon the type of lessons and experiences you
will encounter as a result of using the new name. Following are aids to help you understand the terminology and a brief
insight into your own outer, inner and accomplished you numbers

The Outer You
The number for the outer you is determined by adding all of the consonants together. You then reduce it to a single
digit except where master numbers appear. This applies to names other than the full name at birth. The number of the
outer you gives a clue as to the face you present to the public. It is your outer persona. It is the outer garment you have
put on to present a certain impact and encourage a specific response.
You will find brief descriptions below regarding the outer you.

The Inner You
The number of the inner you is derived by adding all of the vowels together and reducing them to a single digit (except
for master numbers). This applies to all names other than the full name at birth.
The number of the inner self reveals the introspective nature and what is going on inside of you. It shed more light
upon how you see yourself (which may not always accurately) as a result of this identity. It gives clues regarding the
internal processing going on as a result of this identity.
You will find brief descriptions below regarding the inner you.

The Accomplished You
You have probably figured out by now that the number of the accomplished you is the total sum of all the letters in the
name reduced to a single digit (except for master numbers). The number of the accomplished you gives clarity as to
what you want to attain as the result of the name you have chosen. It defines goal and aspirations and that which you
are striving to attain.
You will find brief descriptions below regarding the accomplished you.

Outer, Inner, and Accomplished You 11-You will be brought out into more contact with the public. Your position
will place more attention on your ideas and belief systems. Suddenly, vou begin to see the influence you wield. This
can become a real ego gratification period. It can also be a time of intensified soul opportunity. What impact do you
really wish to make on society? You can create an image for the marketplace or you can guide yourself into doing what
you are here to do. It's a chance to express integrity of self. The social setting is not usually equipped to deal with such
honesty. Your contact with diverse groups of people and organizations will be of assistance in discovering your own
true identity. If you don't know your true self, take some time to do some deeper investigation into your own identity.
When the 11 is your outer number, focus is upon your activity in the outer world and social enter action. This
combination enhances the likelihood of increased public activity and recognition. You are learning to be more efficient
with patience, details and an additional touch of tact.
When the 11 is your inner number, it is more about how you process internal connections to more subtle levels of
awareness and perception. You may find yourself becoming more interested in expanded consciousness, spirituality
and other world matters.
When the 11 is the number of your accomplished self the soul is seeking to return to its true divine image and
awareness of its place within the universal scheme of things. What might appear to be an identity crisis may well lead
to an identity connection of an eternal sort.

Outer, Inner and Accomplished You Number 2-You are powerful and capable once your mind is set, but it is
important for you to understand others' needs. Only then can you reach the position you desire through cooperation and
diplomacy rather than by trying to dominate, manipulate and control. Your dynamic nature and sense of values allow
you to negotiate and build trust with others, and many of you will find yourselves placed in positions of diplomacy and
negotiation. You will derive great personal satisfaction when you see the harmony and agreement the results from your
intervention in tense situations. You flourish emotionally in an environment of harmony and consideration. You are
able to carry out other people's ideas with imagination and a slightly different touch of perspective while still in line
with their vision. Your ability to tap into other realms of consciousness and bring important information into this world
will be of increasing importance in this time of world transition.
When 2 is the outer number, you are learning to separate your identity from the crowd and from attachment to the
illusionary survival image that the ego created eons of time ago. This includes becoming detached from the illusory 3rd
dimensional matrix of modern times.
When 2 is the inner number, you are learning to once again honor the whisperings of the soul and the longing to know
your true inner being. You are learning to sift through the veils of higher consciousness and connect to universal
archetypes.
When 2 is the number of the accomplished you it is a period in your spiritual evolution when you once again seek to
align consciously with the permanent part of you divine Image. Your desire for reconciliation of the great duality
grows stronger and guides you toward mystical reunion with self.

Outer, Inner, and Accomplished You 6-You embrace the world's problems with an open heart, and it is important for
you to learn to guard against taking on more burdens and responsibilities than you are able to handle. Your compassion
often places you in the world of public service. You respond to the demands of such responsibility and find deep
satisfaction when you see the benefit to the lives of others. Your life is well suited to one of service and improving the
human condition. If you feel like too much is demanded of you, you may be doing too much. It is important that you
treat your healthy needs in the same way you would treat a healthy relationship with another person. It is time to
address those areas of your life that nurture your emotional, mental, spiritual and social growth. Once you are getting
close to wholeness, you can spread wholeness to others.
When 6 is your outer number, you are learning to separate codependent behavior from true personal growth and
healthy caregiving to yourself and to others. You have been working through much of your own dysfunctional behavior
and place yourself in a better position to establish more mature and intimate relationships.
When 6 is your inner number, you are learning to heal yourself on all levels and you are likely to want to turn your
learning into some form of teaching and aiding others. You are learning to trust your deeper personal feelings and
accept your self-worth with more ease. This attracts more capable associates and supporters.
When 6 is the number of the accomplished you this is a time of soul growth where you may contact higher plane
teachers or healers that sever the light and service to humanity. Having done much to heal yourself, you are blessed
with abilities and skills to assist the healing process of those who seek your aid.

Outer, Inner, and Accomplished You 5 You are energetic, adventurous, and constantly exploring new territories in
your quest to get a grasp on life. A persistent search for new knowledge can make your belief structure incomplete and
uncertain, yet your restless pursuit of knowledge tends to a deep faith and optimism toward life. Your need for change
and excitement gives you an openness and appeal that attracts other intriguing personalities into your circle. This
zealous quest for living brings you into every imaginable, unique, bizarre experience. You are adaptable and ready to
take old concepts and rework them into contemporary application. Perhaps the most rewarding benefit of this
combination is awakening to the spirit of play and fun that results from connecting to a healthy inner child. Your
search will take you into new levels of consciousness and expanded dimensions of life. Once you learn the divine laws
of universal living, you will have found your place in the sun.
When your outer number is 5, you relish in the realization that life's journey is going to bring you immense connection
to and contentment with your body, mind soul. You are facing your addictions and indulgences and taking a more
balanced and wellness course of direction. You are learning the harmony between sensuality, emotionality, mentality,
spirituality and the stillness within.
When your inner number is 5, your life experience is enriched with elevated experiences of sex, the senses and
extrasensory glimpses of yet other worlds to come. This enhanced path of living attracts you to similarly aware souls
and you prosper in consciousness by the sharing that comes from the heightened awareness of all.
When 5 is the number of the accomplished you, there is the opportunity to live in a house of many mansions while
connected worlds of peace, dominion and expanded light. You are learning to obey the higher living laws of being that
come from your Higher source of consciousness. You are starting to integrate the many bodies of your Self and operate
in expanding levels of consciousness.

Understanding Your Personal Year
Each calendar year has a numerical indicator that places emphasis upon different lessons, challenges and opportunities
pertaining to the number of that personal year. Having knowledge of the personal year number and it's lessons can be a
valuable asset in being prepared and assisting with the process of personal growth.
Personal years repeat in a nine-year cycle. Each time the cycle is renewed, it provides the individual with additional
opportunities to face the lessons, challenges, and possible pitfalls represented by vibration of the number for the
particular year. As the cycle comes around again, there is another chance to move up a notch and face the lesson again
if it has been unattended. On the other hand, if the aspirant has been doing well in the growth school of life, the lesson
is there to be faced once more but on a higher level of the archetypal learning scale in the evolution of the soul.. At first
this can be a difficult concept to grasp.
Each nine-year cycle is replete with innumerable chances for attaining additional self-understanding and wisdom. If
one faces and overcomes the challenges of the cycle, new opportunities enter into the life path. However, if one resists,
ignores or overreacts to circumstances, the same situations or very similar ones will reoccur. This concept is well worth
holding in one's mind. Knowledge of your personal year can be invaluable for accelerating your development in
consciousness.

If Your Personal Year is 7

The 7 year is a time of meditation, introspection, study and self-examination.
The year encourages philosophical searching and intellectual delving into the nature of universe, humanity and self.
Your search for self-discovery may lead you to deeper investigation of psychology, scientific research, religious or
metaphysical studies. No matter what path you choose, it leads to the understanding of life's great mysteries during this
time of calm after the activity, change and perhaps upheaval during the past two years.
In many respects, the 7 year can be a lonely one, and as long as that's the case, you might as well learn to be
comfortable with yourself. You seek quiet, tend to shun noise and raucous social gatherings and therefore may appear
to be detached, aloof or indifferent. It might be a good idea to put a little extra effort into not ignoring others'
sentiments.
You find time now to elevate your consciousness. Those of you who have been working for many years on expanding
your awareness may be blessed this year with illumination from within. You may find clues that help you put your
destiny into perspective; you may find cosmic clues as to the purpose of existence. You may experience revelation and
the unfolding of your inner gifts of Spirit. At a minimum, you may get to hear a whisper of the small, still voice within.
The fickle finger of fate may throw the 7s who seem unable to slow down and take a look at life for a loop; they may
find themselves involved in an accident or illness that puts them in bed and forces them to be quiet. So by knowing the
cycles, 7s can work in harmony and make mishaps a less likely probability.
Many adults use intellectualism as a means of avoiding feelings and inner emotional turmoil, and they are not "there"
in the day-to-day home activities even though they are present. If you were a child in such a home, you may find
yourself becoming depressed and angry as the 7 year progresses, since the loneliness and pain of having been
intellectually abandoned comes to the surface. You may find yourself dealing with an edge of cynicism as you
recognized the many intellectual lies that have been thrown upon us by academia, sconce, religion, governments,
institutions the press and our education system.
The good news is that now you can do something about it. As you find your inner truth, you will more readily
recognize the lies around you and who is responsible. Then, having changed yourself, you can make a chance in
society. And change you will. For many this is an exciting time of mystical and transcendental experiences that take
you into a higher level of awareness and belief.
In the quiet space your mind can easily wander into fantasy and wishful thinking. And/or you find yourself sifting
through past mistakes, emotional trauma, abuse etc. The trick here is to go beyond the mind and allow yourself to
connect to the emotion and feelings long repressed or denied. As much as to be alone, you may want some professional
help or wise counsel at this time, as it is not easy to process these issues by yourself.
This can be a good cycle for planning a better health plan for your physical, emotional, mental and spiritual needs. Stay
with the inner growth that is taking place, as you may want to avoid this by rushing out to be entertained and distracted
by the many forms of diversion that are offered in our society.
This is a cycle that encourages development of the intuition and connection to the universal mind. This is an individual
learning experience and yet you may want to mix personal practice and taking a course or study group. You will find
yourself having to reexamine old patterns of dogma and learning that you have learned mostly from public education
and conventional social thinking. That means breaking free from the collective unconscious as well as conventional
thinking. That does not mean you should displace or give up the rational and conventional thought process, it does
mean recognizing when it is limit and interfering.

Each time we expand upward in awareness, we also delve deeper into the recesses of our subconscious motivation and,
as a result, some of the residue and debris stirred up the past few years may surface at this time. You may find yourself
moribund, cynical and skeptical of anything promising a better life. Do not let repression or confusion disturb your
ability to find inner peace. A tempestuous sea may rage around you; however, your keel is set, and the inner rudder
should be firm enough to conquer the threatening currents of mass skepticism, doubt and discouragement.
For the soul who is seeking deeper explanations to life this can be a year that introduces you to exoploitics, quantum
thinking, the exploration into past lives, and other more esoteric subjects. You may want to know more about mind
over matter and shape shifting through mental control. The door is open and the expanding world of knowledge is vast,
and fast becoming vaster!

If Your Personal Year is 8
The 8 year places emphasis upon themes of advancement, social status, finances, executive ability, power, authority
and business interests. If you spent time in the 7 year working on self-integration, you should find yourself ready to
reenter the social environment with greater confidence and inner strength. It is time to live fully the newly found truth
and wisdom you acquired during the past year.
The world will recognize your potential and skills, and this year can bring promotions, advancement and recognition
for your efforts. Go slowly and cautiously with this newly acquired power and authority and be aware that 8's very
often feel they have deserved the attention or promotion for a long time. The inner hostility and resentment from
injured pride has been simmering, and finally, when the recognition comes, the pride and ego needs dictate some
vengeful or rash behavior. You may want to avoid the evils of false pride in this year and enhance your natural ability
to inspire and lead. You will find others listening to you and trusting your judgments and decisions.
On the dark side, along the same vein, the year can also bring frustration with authority. Perhaps your parents held
strong moral, religious, ethical or social bias, which were unjustly or abusively administrated. The unconscious may
still retain resentment and anger toward the misused authority, so you may find yourself constantly thwarted by
coworkers, spouse, friends or relatives. These people help bring to your attention the underlying issues that can be
released. Your sensitivity to abuse of power and authority becomes more acute at this time. You find yourself
becoming keenly aware of how extensive it is in national and global politics, business, media, religion, science and
education. Where excessive money and the capacity for power exist, there lies a terrible temptation for control and
abuse of power.
You may be feeling that it is time to let go of institutional domination, social pressure, family dictates and
subconscious tyranny. Once you can see it for what it is, you can start to become free of the lies and deception that has
so much impact upon your life. This is the year to recognize and live by the dictates of higher authority. You will
become increasingly more interested in living by the higher laws and inner power.
Power should be balanced with compassion and consideration of others. This does not justify breaking the laws of
society, but it may require an active participation in restoring divine law to man's affairs. You may become critical of
church, political or civil authority that clearly has become corrupted with power and out of control. Supervisors or
leaders in your department or business will receive more scrutiny from your keen analysis and recognition of misuse
and abuse of their position.
The symbolic metaphor that applies to the number eight is one of distribution and balance of energies with higher
levels and mundane efforts. The karmic ledger sort of finds a way to balance itself out, so this can be a time of loss and
setbacks if you are operating with negative behaviors (conscious or unconscious). When the ego and pride get entwined
with the 8 energy behavior can deteriorate to revenge and destructive actions. This could be you, or toward you.
This year can bring a reminder that the misuse of power and authority you see in others, which troubles you so much, is
simply seeing yourself by reflection. It is very likely that in a previous life or lives, you have committed those very
transgressions and steps of such misuse and probably abuse. Dealing with money is particularly important this year. A
proper perspective is encouraged that recognizes the rightful energy exchange involved with monetary transactions.
You can increase your earnings and cash flow this year, so concentrate on your sense of dollar worth. Many students of
the light have an aversion to earning money, especially when this is associated with spiritual work. There can be old
vows in the unconscious from a time when spiritual people had to take the vow of poverty, so now you are afraid that if
you have money, it will interfere with your spiritually.
This is a good time to study the laws of prosperity and work through poverty consciousness. As long as we live in a
monetary society, it will take money to sponsor and establish the institutions and businesses of light. Money earned

through greed and unethical practices may slip through your fingers, but money acquired through the application of
divine principles can yield rich rewards to be used for the building of a better world. This is a most favorable time to
reap the rewards of abundance. This is a power surge cycle that can include a high octane exchange of passion with a
powerful partner. This might happen between two people who share a similar idea in business or profession, a long
cherished project, or perhaps an intense sexual experience. If the energy turns dark, this can lead to potential
destructive forces and possible sadistic behaviors. If the energies are elevated and transcendent this could become a
mystical exchange such as a seventh chakra type of tantric union.
For the soul who is awakening this year can find you looking into such matters as manifestation, levitation, quantum
travel through time and space, or perhaps the application of sacred geometry to life experience. You witness the waste
and abuse of money and resources all around you. This adds to your curiosity about such topics as free energy devices
and why they are not being made available and put into use for the public.

Understanding Your Triune Cycle Numbers
Numerology usually works in units or cycles of 9. The triune cycles are of longer duration and are like a background
influence slowly bringing their lesson into focus. The triune cycles help to delineate three major phases of one's life:
education, maturity and reflection. The duration of the cycles is twenty-seven years, based upon the equation of 9
(completion) times 3 (creative expression).
The triune cycles reflect things going on within the individual and provide subtle feedback of sorts to the aware student
of self-growth. The three phases of the cycles focus first upon the educational period of growth. It is a time of learning
and accumulation of experience. The second phase is about integration of experience and maturation of the personality
and soul. Finally the third phase is about reflection, assimilation and contemplation of the soul upon what has been
learned and how the individual might further progress.

When Number 4 is in Your Triune Cycles
If number 4 is the number governing your first triune cycle, it represents a time for discipline, preparing solid ground
work, steadiness of purpose, identifying life work and loyalty to those who earn it.
In the first phase, you may be living in a family environment with an overdriven or workaholic parent, and as a result,
work ethic is associated with pain, anger and denial, causing you to avoid the pain by avoiding work. Or perhaps your
lesson revolves around a parent (or parents) who has no discipline and is unable to give you any sense of definition or
direction to life, so you are aimless, undisciplined and lost, and you may have trouble being motivated and consistent in
work habits. Either way, it could take time for you to find your path of passion and purpose. You can easily become
stuck in stubborn patterns of belligerence and unproductive repetition.
During the second and third phases, there is a more positive trend. You find it easier to discipline your life and the
work of choice comes into your life naturally. You are directed and dutiful in your profession of choice, live by the
highest ethics and are admired for your accomplishment and clarity. You are more likely to attract loyal friends and
associates who are of assistance to you in furthering goals that are set within and come from you highest guidance.
As the last two phases progress (especially the third) you will find yourself becoming more internally focused upon
finding and fulfilling your inner work. That is, the work of your soul, or soul purpose.
As you come into harmony with soul and the higher self, you will connect to your real life purpose and work in
harmony with your true being and the cosmic design.

When Number 1 is in Your Triune Cycles
If number 1 is the number governing your first triune cycle, it represents a time of testing the development of
individuality and will.
During the passing of this cycle, you can anticipate being tested by encounters and confrontations with strong-willed
souls similar to yourself, but with differing agendas. You will frequently encounter experiences that push you to assert
your own identity and take a stand regarding your convictions. You will be challenged to live your truth, and let your
actions be a reflection of your inner wisdom. You are learning to extend yourself beyond the lessons and challenges of
survival and into the participation of life.
You will most likely encounter domineering or willful parents (or a parent), who may try to impose their agenda upon
your life without taking time to notice what you might be here to do. You will have to stand up to teachers, bosses and
other authority figures who will often be intimidating and overwhelming. This is a test of individuality and inner
strength where the challenge is to grow and mature without being overridden with rebellion, anger and devious
avoidance of issues. The lesson also includes learning to respect the individuality and will of others.
If the number 1 governs your second or third phase, these lessons can become less confrontational and more
developmental of mature response and growth. You are inventive, creative and dynamic as you grow. You take
initiative with confidence and self-assurance after finding yourself at the forefront of reform, revision and recharging
society. It is important to acknowledge and respect the will of others.
The tests of the second and especially the third phases have to do with making the transition from personal will to trust
in Divine will. Your spiritual faith and trust in higher principles become the focus of the soul as you ascend into higher
levels of manifestation and perception.

When Number 7 is in Your Triune Cycles
If number 5 is the number governing your first triune cycle, it represents a time for introspection, analysis and research,
developing intuition, spiritual searching and growth.
The early years of this phase may find you cut off from others, and with a lot of time to reflect and review your life
circumstance and meaning. Perhaps you chose a lifestyle that is similar to that of a monk's. Or, perhaps events in your
life placed you naturally into a convenient quiet setting. It is wise to be careful that you are not using this phase as a
sequence spent in mental escape from repressed feelings and hidden fears.
During the second and third phases you are more likely to turn inward while weaving your way through the dogma of
your early religious training. Most likely you will find yourself then in search of spiritual roots and connection to your
internal and eternal source of true wisdom. During this period, you may be inclined toward positions of research,
investigation and/or more metaphysical quests.
Also during the second and third phases, the 7 still indicates quiet time and a reflective state of mind. Perhaps you
choose a field of research that challenges your curiosity and thirst for accumulated important facts and documents. You
may want to record truth that comes from the higher expression of the mind, since this can be a cycle of producing
material of new wisdom that can be of immense help to other seekers of truth.

Understanding Your Pinnacles
The meaning of the pinnacles comes from an old observation that there are four peaks of attainment during the life
cycle. The prominent age around which the calculations are made is the thirty-sixth year (4 is the number of formation
x 9, which is the number of completion). The pinnacles give an indication of opportunity and circumstances life offers
along our path of self-awareness. Whereas the triune cycles are more indicative of things happening within, the
pinnacles are more definitive s of external events and circumstances life brings to you and places in your way.
The first pinnacle is self-oriented and related to the start of life and the formative events that shape and influence our
fate. The second pinnacle is related to group service as well as the obligations to society and the world in which we
live. The third pinnacle is a prime period of accomplishment and personal achievement. The fourth pinnacle presents a
time for appreciation and reflection of life's experiences. If you have missed steps, this can be a time of some regret
and remorse, but there is also the implication of a second chance to get things more aligned with heart and soul.

When Number 5 is in Your Pinnacle*
Introduction to varied cultures, travel, unusual inner and outer experiences, overcome addictions, sexual and sensual
lessons, fun and humor.

First Pinnacle
It is very likely that you grew up in a family struggling with the issues of alcoholism, drug addiction and/or sexual
addiction and abuse, even though the opposite might seem true in that your family did not appear to manifest any of
these addictive patterns but did everything to look right and act properly social. Most likely your family behaved this
way because they were trying to get out of the addictive pattern of the previous generation. The converse of this would
have been living in an environment of fear and constricted family and social behavior. This period will be rich in travel
and numerous opportunities for you to be introduced to many choices of life experience and indulgences.

Second Pinnacle
You are learning to gain control of your senses, so to say. Life will bring to you a time of recognizing the difference
between addictive behaviors and healthy, life-supporting experiences. Your travel schedule will most likely pick up
during this time, and you will circulate among a varied selection of human interests and cultures. From experience
comes recognizing your own identity and what best contributes to the ongoing evolution of your soul experience.

Third Pinnacle
You have traveled far and wide both on Earth and in other worlds. Your spiritual self is integrating with your material
personality, and you relish life to its fullest. Life brings you a variety of experiences to teach you to recognize true
experience from temptation. Unconscious excesses and past indulgences come into the light for scrutiny and resolution.
You can look at your dark side as well as at the shining star of divinity within you and learn to live by inner guidance
rather than external whim.

Fourth Pinnacle
You have seen the light and are learning to live in the light. Although your direction is decidedly spiritual, that does not
mean you must exclude the joys of flesh and existence upon the material Earth plane. You have found the balance
between learning and indulging. Now you absorb life experience and move readily into the next level of education. The
cosmos opens further to your understanding and offers more opportunities for connection.

When Number 8 is in Your Pinnacles
Promotion and advancement, assume authority and leadership, financial gains, trusting inner authority, success and
recognition, triumph over misuse of power.

First Pinnacle
This time is characterized by lessons concerning authority figures and issues of power. You will likely find yourself in
a situation where severe religious or perhaps rigid social rules are imposed upon your life at the expense of living.
The imposition of authority thwarts your self-learning and the development of your own trust of inner authority. You
may well experience abuse from the hands of someone in a position of authority. There are some tough lessons to be
learned about the relationship between money and power.
Second Pinnacle
You struggle with issues of authority and with rules that were imposed upon you in early years and now conflict with
your higher aspirations. You are learning to set boundaries and separate from Mom's and Dad's dysfunctional
doctrines.
As you find your spiritual and personal parameters, you are finding yourself with the right people and places for
assuming roles of leadership, responsibility and influence.
You are learning to handle and acquire money in a more successful manner.

Third Pinnacle
You are gaining more confidence trusting and following your own inner authority. The guidance and the healthy source
of spiritual philosophy that you have found give you added reference and back up your soul guidance.
You are finding financial stability and share your successful approach to income with others.

Fourth Pinnacle
This is a time of empowerment, a time for the peace of mind that comes from having learned to trust and obey your
inner authority. You are confident as to what is right or wrong or best for you in the given moment, and your spiritual
connection is stable and strong. You share with others the path that has taken you into this realm of success and
fulfillment. This is a time of mastery of matter, many and money.

When Number 4 is in Your Pinnacles
Build solid loyalties, overcome laziness and procrastination, establish a solid work ethic, build solid foundation for the
future, overcome workaholic pattern.

First Pinnacle
You were likely born into a family where one or both of your parents were workaholics or obsessive-compulsive about
what they were doing, and you probably experienced the loss of a parent who was absent a lot because of his/her job or
career. Proportionate to the amount of time the parent was absent is the amount of confusion, pain and anger that
resides inside the inner child who misses Dad or Mom.
There is still a lot of pain and the tendency to sabotage your own work efforts because of the unconscious residue left
over from that time. As a result, you may find yourself struggling with your work or career through this pinnacle.

Second Pinnacle
You are struggling to find your own separate purpose and life work, because you realize that it is not going to make
you happy to please your parents or someone else by doing what you think they want you to do. You are overcoming
your tendency toward procrastination and find something that you really want to do in your life. You are more readily
recognizing the waste and misuse of labor, and may be placed in a position to do something about this.

Third Pinnacle
Things go better for you in your chosen life work. You have settled into a career routine that gives you satisfaction and
a fulfilled sense of accomplishment, and you now have the additional time to give to your loved ones around you.
Because you have found more of yourself and have grown in confidence and self-esteem, you have more to share and
give to those closest to you. Life events will make it easier for you to find the work and direction of your inner and
outer life work.

Fourth Pinnacle
You are a rare person who has taken the time and effort to weave your way through the trials and tribulations of selfgrowth. You have sought a spiritual path in an effort to follow the higher will and have searched throughout most of
your life to find the inner work of your life. This period finds you discovering that path and purpose, and once you
have done that, you feel the integrative power of doing divine work on a mundane level.

When Number 2 is in Your Pinnacles
Learn tact and negotiation skills, develop healthy self-image, fight gossip and negative criticism, pay attention to
details, advance through diplomacy.

First Pinnacle
Your early years can find you mired in details and frustrated by what seems like an infinite amount of trivial social
mores creating petty actions by those around you. You are criticized and made to feel that you do not conform to the
social norms of the day. Gossip, pettiness and unnecessary misunderstandings disrupt your life.
Second Pinnacle

You are beginning to recognize the dysfunctional behavior that is a part of the daily social interaction of the time. You
are becoming more aware of people's insensitivities and petty nature and see these qualities more readily within
yourself. With recognition comes the possibility of releasing them from your life, helping to identify dysfunctional
patterns and then starting to bring a more healthy social interaction into manifestation.

Third Pinnacle
You are more comfortable in social situations and can participate in the trivial and banal protocols that are part of the
daily fabric of social interaction.
You have faced the skeletons in your own closet that have prevented you from becoming more vocal and active in
bringing positive change to social cancers.
Your openness and honesty are key ingredients that give others the courage to freely share the same.

Fourth Pinnacle
With experience, self-growth and maturity, you have come to a point in your life where you are free to shed the false
persona that is so necessary for ego functioning in social discourse. You are able and willing to let your inner self be
revealed, giving others a glimpse of your core eternal identity, which intimidates many and confuses more. With time
you attract similar souls and start to build a base of cultural behavior mirroring the expression of eternal wisdom and
higher truth.

